STAGE II - REMOVE RAISED MEDIAN AND REPLACE THE BRIDGE DECK AND MIDDLE BEAMS WITHIN THE LIMITS SHOWN.

STAGE III - REPLACE THE BRIDGE DECK, BRIDGE PARAPET, SIDEWALK AND EXTERIOR BEAMS WITHIN THE LIMITS SHOWN.
Duke Street (Route 236) Over I-395 - Construction sequence - 3
City of Alexandria

Stage IV - Replace the bridge deck, bridge parapet, sidewalk and exterior beams within the limits shown.

Stage V - Construct new concrete median barrier BMB-3A.
Maintenance of Traffic – Duke Street
Duke St. (Rte. 236) over I-395 Bridge Rehabilitation

September 2018

Existing Conditions (after 395 Express Lanes Project improvements)

Stage II (median is removed to facilitate traffic shifts in other stages)

Stage III (westbound traffic shifts into median)


Stage IV (eastbound traffic shifts into median)

2 eastbound lanes and 2 westbound lanes maintained on Duke St